Case Report

An uncommon case of small bowel obstruction due to phytobezoar in a known case of tubercular abdomen: a decisional dilemma
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ABSTRACT

Study report the case of middle aged male who was presented with abdomen pain and diagnosed of small bowel obstruction caused by bezoar in a case of tubercular abdomen and review the literature. The initial presentation was generalised pain with nausea and vomiting and abdominal distension. Plain abdomen film showed diffuse dilated bowel loop in upper abdomen. Patient had similar recurrent episode 12 months back when he was managed conservatively and diagnosed as tubercular abdomen and he had taken ATT for 3 months. At this time patient managed conservatively, but did not respond. Later a CECT whole abdomen was done and patient diagnosed as cocoon abdomen with mass or a foreign body impacted at distal jejunal region with proximal bowel dilatation. Later patient revealed ingestion of a large mango seed 4 months back. Later patient was explored, adhesiolysis and enterotomy was done and phytobezoar was removed. Early history of recurrent tubercular obstruction with non-specific symptoms. Later recognition of condition by typical imaging and leading questions induced history image play an important role in to come to a diagnosis, with significant delay in diagnosis; and increase the morbidity and mortality.
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INTRODUCTION

Small bowel obstruction is a common surgical emergency condition especially in India. The most common causes of small bowel obstruction are adhesions, bands and strictures (73.8%) and hernia (18.5%) of these one quarter of cases of adhesive small bowel obstruction, 75% are due to tubercular aetiology.¹ Obstruction caused by bezoars is rare, and accounts for only 0.4%.²,³ There are four types of bezoars. The most common type is phytobezoars, which are composed of vegetable matter, especially fruit seed.⁴ The bezoars are often unrecognized before surgery. We reported a case with bezoar-induced small bowel obstruction in a case of tubercular abdomen patient with history of recurrent obstruction, diagnosed by CECT and reviewed the literature.

CASE REPORT

The 45-year-old male patient came to our emergency department because of generalized pain in abdomen, nausea and vomiting, abdominal distension for one week. Tracing back his clinical history, he had similar episodes 3-4 times, 12 months back. He had the usual state of health until one week ago. The pain abdomen and distension aggravated while eating food there was no history of body weight loss. Postprandial vomiting occurred one day before admission. The vomitus was initially food content and became greenish. Small calibre stool was also found. The initial abdomen plain film showed segmental distended bowel loops in central abdomen. His white cell count was 14,000/ul, TLC Polymorph 89% Lymphocyte 10%, haemoglobin 8.7 gm/
After he extracted ileocecal small bowel and performed exploratory laparotomy done, extensive adhenolysis of small bowel done, a bezoar was found impacted in the distal jejunum and/or proximal ileum at 80 cm from ileocecal junction, enteretomy done and bezoar (Figure 3) extracted. After surgery, his clinical condition improved. He was smoothly discharged from our hospital 2 weeks after admission.

Figure 1: CECT abdomen showing dilated jejunal loops(a), foreign body in distal jejunum.

Figure 2: Plastic abdomen showing plastered loops of jejunum(a), foreign body impacted in distal jejunum(b), non-dilated distal ileum and cecum(c).

Figure 3: Phytobezoar extracted from jejunum.

Figure 4: Phytobezoar specimen.

DISCUSSION

As per predisposing factors is concern, most of the patients had previous operation history, especially for peptic ulcer disease, accounting for 55 to 75%. The most common operation is vagotomy plus pyloroplasty and others. Diabetes mellitus, mixed connective tissue disease or hypothyroidism also delay gastric emptying and cause bezoar formation. However, there is still some debate. Some study shows that there is no difference of gastric emptying between patient with and without bezoar. So, factors other than the gastric digestive phase are the main contributors to bezoar formation. The most common symptom of bezoar induced small bowel obstruction is abdomen pain, 96% to 100%. Other common symptoms included abdomen distension, nausea and vomiting. Some studies show that the impacted small bowel bezoars are usually found at 50-70 cm proximal to ileocecal valve, the narrowest part of the ileum. However, others show that the bezoar may be found more common at upper part of small intestine due to the large size of bezoars.

However, our patient's bezoar was found in distal jejunum/proximal ileum at 70 cm proximal to ileocecal valve. The plain abdomen radiography can show small bowel obstruction but rarely to detect bezoars. However, despite extremely rare, air-containing mass may be seen on plain abdomen radiography. The abdomen ultrasound

Figure 5: Phytobezoar specimen.
also detect signs of small bowel obstruction and the appearance of visualization of intraluminal mass with a hyper echoic arc like surface and acoustic shadow. Contrast barium studies show an intraluminal filling defect that does not constant fixed to bowel wall. The contrast barium study should be reserved in only partial or intermittent small bowel obstruction. It is useful to use computed tomography for evaluation of small bowel obstruction. The small bowel obstruction caused by bezoar in computed tomography show intra luminal mass, and the small bowel wall or fluid in the small bowel outline the mass. The mass is gas bubbles and soft tissue appearance with dilated small bowel proximal to the mass.

It is less common to detect intraluminal mass by ultrasound. Our patient CT findings were consistent with the bezoars-induced small bowel obstruction. Gastric bezoars can be treated by enzymatic dissolution or endoscopic management but small bowel bezoars are less likely. Although some reports showed that intravenous administration of antispasmodic agents may help move distal small bowel bezoars into the colon and thus removed by colonoscopy, the treatment of small bowel bezoars are mainly surgery. The surgical management is easily performed by fragmenting the bezoar and milking it down to the caecum without enterotomy. In a retrospective study, fragmenting and milking bezoar was successful in 24 cases (53%). However, enterotomy for bezoar extraction was required in 16 cases (36%). There were five severe cases need segmental bowel resection due to ischemic bowel. Recently, these procedures can also be performed by laparoscopy. Extramural fragmentation of the bezoar can be achieved by using atraumatic forceps. If the bezoar cannot be milking into cecum, removal of bezoars by minimal laparotomy and enterotomy can be performed. Because bezoar is uncommon in small bowel obstruction, there was less study comparing laparoscopic approach with conventional open approach for bezoar induced small bowel obstruction. Only one study showed laparoscopic management had significantly shorter operative time, shorter hospitalization, and less complications than conventional group. There were 3 cases (30%) in laparoscopic group (total ten cases) converted to mini laparotomy. The major difficulty for laparoscopic management are the size of bezoar and the presence of distended and fragile bowel loops.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, small bowel obstruction caused by bezoars is uncommon but is still an important issue in the elderly. Surgical approach is the mainly treatment option and easily achieving by fragmenting the bezoar into cecum without enterotomy. Although easily management, early recognition with typical symptom and image findings play an important role in minimizing the morbidity and mortality.
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